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Category:All-American Girls Professional Baseball League playersQ: VS2013 - Cannot resolve
ADO.Net provider - vb.net DataGrid I am currently working on a project that was developed in Visual
Studio 2012. We are slowly converting the project to Visual Studio 2013. One of the big changes we
are facing is the ability to use "Entity Framework" to do all of our database connections and entity-

mapping. We are using the model first approach to build our database. In Visual Studio 2013 we
have not been able to resolve all of the dependencies that previously existed in Visual Studio 2012.
Some of these are still not working with Entity Framework, but the major problem we are having is

that the System.Data.DataSet and System.Data.DataAdapter classes cannot be resolved. The
DataAdapter class is needed for building the DataSet. Error 1 The type or namespace name

'DataAdapter' does not exist in the namespace 'System.Data' C:\Users\xg\Documents\Visual Studio
2013\Projects\RemainingBudget\RemainingBudget\Project1.vb 64 17 RemainingBudget We have

updated the references in our project and rebuilt the solution. We have even manually specified the
references by clicking on the "add reference" link on the project properties page. Does anyone have

any thoughts or suggestions on what we might be missing? A: Entity Framework has changed the
required namespaces. To resolve the DataAdapter you need to make a change in your project: Under
the namespace System.Data.Entity.Model, you will need to add: System.Data.Entity.Model.Schema

Then, under the namespace System.Data.Entity.Model you will add:
System.Data.Entity.Model.DataModel Finally, under the namespace System.Data.Entity you will add:

System.Data.Entity.Design Q: Sed to extract particular html tag from file I have the below kind of
html content
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which tells the story of Mahatma Gandhi's biography.
Gandhiji's story is told through the eyes of his

companion Nani Palkhivala. It has been directed by
Milap Zaverkar.
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